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Executive summary

Current approaches to governing, managing, and regulating digital 

tec nolog  suc  s t e  e ist  re do in ted   s ll nu er of countries  

nd sed on t e priorities of developed n tions  The business models 

and digital architectures designed by rms can have far-reaching impacts  

and these are inherently shaped by the regulatory environment. Despite this  

surprisingly little attention is paid to how poorer or resource-constrained 

countries should approach digital regulation   either within their own 

countries or as an increasingly pressing transnational issue.

e t s for rosperit  o ission undertoo   consult tion 

it  polic ers in developing countries to identif  t eir e  tec nolog  

polic  priorities  speci c ll  in ter s of intern tion l coordin tion 1 

Emerging governance mechanisms around the digital economy will be pivotal 

for those seeking to make the most of the opportunities on o er. owever  

to date  developing countries  priorities have not been heard. Speci cally  the 

consultation sought to identify what rules and policies to govern cross-border 

provision of digital services would help to ensure that all countries share 

in the gains of the data-driven global economy.

or developing countries  govern nce nd regul tion for t e ne  econo  

is   d unting t s  ut concerted intern tion l cooper tion c n elp  As our 

analysis of the consultation reveals  international coordination presents an 

opportunity for developing countries to exercise their own voices and develop 

a governance model that works for them. Countries can work together to 

resolve many of the issues listed below.

t re t e e  tec nolog  polic  priorities for developing countries

The results of our consultation

• Developing countries should be able to tax technology companies 

t t o er goods nd services to t eir residents  overnments in 

developing countries have little ability to tax businesses that participate 

in the economic life of their country without an associated or meaningful 

physical presence. International cooperation can help to ensure that 

developing countries get their fair share of the revenue generated 

by foreign technology companies.
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• eveloping countries need support fro  t e intern tion l co unit  

to co t c ercri e nd i prove c ersecurit  Developing countries 

are particularly exposed to cybercrime  which causes nancial and 

reputational losses. International cooperation that involves developing 

countries can improve cybersecurity to enhance trust amongst actors 

and foster investment in developing countries.

• r e or s to protect priv c  nd person l d t  s ould confor  

it  developing countries  polic  priorities  Developing countries need 

to establish rules to ensure that citi ens have control over their personal 

information  and to prevent unauthorised or arbitrary use of their data 

by private and public agents. International cooperation can help with peer-

learning and technical standardisation  but individual countries should decide 

for themselves on the best data governance framework that works for them.

• e design nd enforce ent of co petition l s need to e t for 

t e digit l ge  Digital technologies are straining existing best practice 

approaches to competition policy  and this challenge is particularly 

daunting for developing countries  many of whom are only ust beginning 

to implement existing best practice. International cooperation can support 

capacity-building  information sharing  and coordinated responses.

• eveloping countries  interests ust e considered in intellectu l 

propert   rules  IP rules can diminish developing countries  access 

to technological innovations or impose costly compliance re uirements 

on their rms  restricting their capacity to engage in parts of the global 

digital value chain. Developing countries can give a voice to their 

interests through coordinated action between like-minded states.

• t  often s incredi le potenti l e ond t e initi l purpose for ic  it 

was collected, but the tools, standards and regulations that would enable 

d t  s ring re l rgel  sent  Transactions that can lead to inclusive growth 

are increasingly dependent on data being transferred across the world. As data 

can be used multiple times without losing its value  interoperability opens up 

the possibility for new and innovative uses  increasing economic e ciency. 

International cooperation can help establish shared standards to make 

services and applications work seamlessly with each other.

e si  polic  priorities outlined in t e o  ove sp n   ro d r nge of 

tec nic l nd ideologic l issues  Countries will need to determine their policy 

settings and resolve trade-o s based on their domestic values and preferences. 

Indeed  many of these problems are ones of domestic policy   and yet  because 

of the inherently globalised nature of digital products and services  international 

coordination can play a key role. ive principles emerged repeatedly during our 

consultations. They can help guide e orts to make the cross-border governance 

of digital technologies work for developing countries.
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o  to e cross order govern nce 
of tec nolog   or  for developing countries

e  principles for  cooper tive digit l orld

oster digit l cooper tion  cre ting incentives for countries to or  toget er  

Large global institutions are unlikely to solve the problems of digitalisation for 

developing countries. Developing countries should chart their own path towards 

international cooperation to shape cross-border regulation of technology. This 

could start with regional coalitions or agreements between non-regional groups 

of countries with shared values and goals. It may also be easier to start with less 

contentious topics  such as online harms  and then evolve to address wider 

issues  such as taxation.

ilor tec nolog  govern nce for developing countries  etter ensuring 

i ple ent tion in   ider r nge of n tion l conte ts  Global rules and 

standards are often not a good t for developing countries  which have capacity 

constraints and policy goals that often di er from those of developed nations. 

Any set of rules with impacts outside the borders of a single country should 

consider a tiered approach  starting with a minimum-implementable baseline 

that any country could (reasonably) be expected to meet in order to engage 

with cross-border digital trade.

nloc  d t  for inclusive develop ent  using d t  to i prove people s 

lives   uch of the world s information is locked away in proprietary databases  

employed only for a slim fraction of its possible uses. Data governance rules 

should give people the ability to access their personal data and provide 

policymakers with tools to aggregate across anonymised datasets  maximising 

the social and economic value of data. This should be accompanied by ade uate 

levels of protection to prevent arbitrary abuses of data (eg unauthorised 

mass surveillance).

e p rt of so et ing igger  r onising cross order digit l tr de  The 

digital economy is increasingly dependent on data being transferred across 

locations  systems and devices. Digital integration can generate immense value 

for countries and supercharge innovation. Countries could work together to 

support cross-border digital trade that is as frictionless as possible. This will 

re uire some level of shared standards and interoperable systems   ensuring 

that digital goods meet consistent re uirements and standards.

Protect against cyber harms: establish data protection, transparency and 

ccount ilit  e sures  People  governments  and businesses need to feel 

safe to invest and participate in the integrated digital market. This will re uire 

a consistent regulatory framework that gives users trust and con dence in 

service providers  improves legal certainty  and fosters investment. Transparency 

and accountability mechanisms could improve the reliability of automated 

decisions and help to prevent algorithmic discrimination.
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uccessful i ple ent tion of t ese principles ill depend on e edding t e  

into t e ider politic l econo  t ing into ccount e c  countr s uni ue 

needs nd priorities 2 Some of these principles are inherently cross-border  while 

others demand both domestic and international approaches: but they all describe 

outcomes that could be achieved through international cooperation  and that 

could improve people s lives in developing countries. Such principles  however  

will not be pursued in a vacuum  rather their implementation will largely depend 

on complex negotiations at national and international levels.

overn nce decisions de tod  ill ve f r re c ing conse uences in 

t e e erging digit l econo  New technologies bring countless opportunities  

but they also bring risks  not least the risk that only a small number of powerful 

states shape the digital future for everyone else. But it does not have to be this 

way: it is possible for governance and regulatory regimes to support the interests 

of developing countries. International coordination between like-minded nations 

will be crucial in governing a digital economy that works for everyone.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction

e use of digit l tec nolog  is gro ing t n e tr ordin r  r te  

The global volume of digital information doubles every two years and is set 

to reach  ettabytes (  trillion gigabytes) by 0 .3 This will only increase 

as the next  billion people come online.4 or those already online  digital 

products are becoming more and more integrated into everyday life  as prices 

of devices and applications fall and innovations multiply. The volume of global 

digital commerce exceeded S  trillion in 0  representing  of total 

commerce  and is set to more than double by 0 .  Data ows now account 

for a larger share of DP growth than the global trade in goods.6 Industries that 

were once purely analogue  such as food delivery or mai e farming  now bene t 

from digital integration. This transformation continues apace  rapidly creating 

new and unforeseen opportunities and disruptions.

e current ve of tec nologic l c nge is l rgel  driven  d t    n  

new products are based on the ability to store, move, and analyse pieces 

of infor tion  The movement of data is practically frictionless: it can be 

transported across borders and stored or processed anywhere in the world at 

almost no marginal cost. The practical reality of this is that the booming digital 

industry is globalised by default. A successful digital product can easily move 

into new markets  and the availability of microservices makes it much easier to 

provide digital services in this global market.8 or example  when a passenger 

calls a car using Indonesia s o- ek s ride-hailing app  their information rst goes 

to a cloud computation service (owned by oogle and based in Singapore)  from 

which point the app can locate an available driver and calculate the price of the 

ourney.9 The driver will receive the information about the ride on their phone 

and use oogle aps to navigate the tra c  sharing real-time location data 

with the cloud service. 0

ut ile tec nologic l c nge is d n ic nd f st p ced  n  l s nd 

policies for regul ting nd governing tec nolog  re in st tic  Regulatory 

tools that were developed decades ago are being applied to unrecognisable 

problems in the digital age. The lag in regulatory best practice and technical 

assistance means that this issue is all the more prevalent in developing countries  

which do not have the appropriate rules or means to enforce them ade uately. 

or example  many developing countries are struggling to design and implement 

a competition policy regime t to deal with digital platforms  the likes of which 

are already under strain in richer nations.11 alawi  for instance  only created 

a competition authority in 0  and alaysia only in 0 0. Benin and ongolia 

are amongst the countries that are yet to establish one.
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e t s o ission undertoo   consult tion to identif  t e 

tec nolog  polic  priorities t t ill e  di erence in i proving t e lives 

of people in lo  nd iddle inco e countries  e consulted more than 00 

stakeholders to develop a more nuanced understanding of the key challenges 

and opportunities of the digital age from the perspective of developing countries. 

A total of 0  people completed a survey and  participated in interviews with 

open-ended uestions (see igure  ).  of survey respondents were from 

developing countries (see igure  ).12 Detailed ndings  and a discussion of the 

methodology  are presented in a forthcoming paper  but in Chapter   we present 

the highest-ranked policy issues re uiring coordinated international action.13

Figure 1. Distribution of surve  p rticip nts sed on st e older group

Note: This figure does not include two respondents who identified their stakeholder group as ‘Other’.

Figure 2. Distribution of surve  respondents sed on t e region 

of pri r  e pertise

Note: This figure does not include 19 respondents who identified their region of expertise as ‘Global’.
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espite t e f ct t t n  of t e polic  levers in t e digit l ge sit it in 

re c  of do estic polic ers  t ere re c llenges t t ill re uire 

intern tion l coordin tion  This was a common concern among consultation 

respondents. Countries can  in theory  act unilaterally to resolve many of the 

identi ed policy issues. Initiating change in many of these issue areas   from 

privacy to competition policy   is within the remit of domestic policymaking  

and re uires each country s government to balance digital change with other 

national priorities. owever  as we further explore in Chapter   there are bene ts 

from coordinated action  both at the regional and international levels. In reality  

the lack of international consensus limits countries  available options to act 

unilaterally   they often lack the political heft  technical capacities  and voice 

to in uence ma or technology policy debates. Even when individual countries 

do act independently  their limited options can result in blunt decisions that 

prove ine ective or that enhance ine ualities.14

n  of t e pressing concerns of t e digit l ge c n onl  e e ectivel  

t c led  cross order regul tion nd d t s ring ec nis s et een 

countries  ithout such cooperation  the conse uences for individual countries  

their businesses  and their citi ens  may be signi cant. or example  a survey 

participant from Indonesia expressed concern with the prospects of their 

country achieving its policy goals on its own: 

t e countr  is still guring out o  to support  incu te  nd cceler te 

tec nolog  for its o n good  let lone setting up  ro ust tec nolog  

polic  independent of glo l e ples to t e inspir tion fro   

Survey respondent

Even though debates about the challenges of digitalisation are starting to 

take place at international organisations such as the orld Trade rgani ation 

( T ) and the orld Intellectual Property rgani ation ( IP )  solutions that 

work for developing countries are unlikely to emerge from current multilateral 

institutions  as their voices are less likely to be heard and so their priorities not 

re ected in the debates taking place in these fora.  In Chapter 4  we propose 

an alternative agenda to support developing countries to truly harness 

the potential of frontier technologies.
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Chapter 2 
Technology policy priorities 
for developing countries

e glo l de te round tec nolog  govern nce is r l  focused on 

 fe  centres of po er  t e  t e  in  nd  to  lesser e tent  

ndi 16 These countries have the main driving roles in most policy discussions 

around the world   often with competing interests  as illustrated by the S-

China trade war. The same holds true for governance of technology: with so 

many powerful   and  at times  rivalrous   perspectives on how to regulate 

in the digital age  the concerns of the ma ority of developing countries are 

often left out of the picture. Therefore  understanding the policy priorities 

that would make the most di erence for developing countries was at 

the heart of the Pathways for Prosperity consultation process.

e t s consult tion reve led t t t e ost i port nt priorit  for 

developing countr  polic ers is econo ic develop ent  Respondents 

identi ed obs and skills    the measure most entwined with economic 

development   as the most signi cant issue by any measure (see igure  ).  

Any agenda for digital governance must therefore recognise  and ideally 

support  this imperative. The path for digital-led development  however  is not 

straightforward. The consultation found that  when addressing the challenges 

of digitalisation  policymakers try to balance economic development  national 

security  and citi en rights   priorities that may sometimes be in direct tension 

with each other.

olic  issues ic  prevent developing countries fro  rnessing t e 

opportunities of ne  tec nologies re not ust uestions of do estic polic  

t e  often re uire concerted intern tion l cooper tion  ur survey revealed 

six areas where global e orts are most needed (see igure 4). In this chapter  

we discuss these six areas: taxation  cybercrime and cybersecurity  privacy 

and data protection  market competition  intellectual property  and data sharing 

and interoperability. e discuss how digital technologies give rise to challenges 

around each of these issues  and the developing countries  perspectives on 

these challenges. hile recognising that there are a plethora of other policy 

priorities which are relevant for developing countries  we believe that these other 

issues are either already covered by existing global frameworks and institutions  

or are a matter of domestic policymaking.
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Figure 3. Respondents  r n ing of polic  issues

Note: Ranks were calculated using the Rank Sum Weight Method.

Figure 4. Percentage of respondents o identi ed l c  of intern tion l 

coordin tion s n o st cle to c ieving  polic  priorit
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 ing digit l ssets is c llenging for  
ever one  in p rticul r for developing countries

e digit lis tion of t e glo l econo  poses  series of c llenges for 

t tion ic  re uire intern tion l coordin tion  not le st ec use n  

tec nolog  co p nies re ultin tion l corpor tions  Technology companies 

can be registered in one country while o ering goods and services worldwide  

as digital services do not re uire a physical  in-country presence and can be 

delivered from afar.18 This allows multinational companies to book their pro ts 

(and thus pay corporate tax) in the (often richer) countries in which they are 

based.19 This scenario a ects both developed and developing countries and 

is not altogether new   indeed  it is the fundamental problem of multinational 

taxation in a globalised world   but it is made more di cult by the intangible  

uid nature of digital goods and the digital economy. 0

eveloping countries represent  l rge s re of digit l services  user se  

ut re un le to collect t es fro  t eir pro ts  or example  almost  .4 billion 

people in developing countries are acebook users  representing almost 0  

of active users worldwide (although they account for a smaller share of global 

revenue).21 It is common to see rms for which the only parts of their business 

that exist  in a developing country are their customer base and a facility to 

receive payments. It is still possible to tax the transaction when money changes 

hands (several countries apply their regular goods-and-services consumption 

tax to digital goods)  but the pro t and the rest of the business remain abroad.22 

This is not a problem if we assume that the product is created entirely in a foreign 

country and merely imported whole  but that is not necessarily the case with 

digital services that  for instance  rely on local data. As a result of such tax 

arrangements  technology companies often fail to contribute a fair share to 

national revenues  fuelling further economic ine uality  and limiting funds 

available for education  health  and infrastructure.

e interconnectedness of t e d t driven econo  nd t e di erent 

revenue odels dopted  tec nolog  co p nies   in ic  n  services 

re o ered for free    dd not er l er of di cult  to t e t tion of digit l 

ssets  Traditional taxation  at its foundation  attributes value to a transaction   

but this falls apart when obviously valuable transactions and services do not 

carry a price  or when it is unclear where or how the value is created. Challenges 

include addressing how digital services and the data that enables them should 

be characterised and valued for tax purposes (see Box  on measuring the value 

of digital transactions)  and how to distribute this value among the actors and 

countries involved in the operation.23 A particular concern is whether any pro ts 

attributable to the remote gathering of data by a company should be taxable 

in the country from which data is gathered.24
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eveloping countries ve   underst nd l    een i ple enting 

e sures to tr  to c pture so e of t e e lt  gener ted  digit l 

tr ns ctions  ut t is s c used consider le controvers  In countries 

under signi cant budgetary pressure with low-capacity taxation systems  

digital technologies can help to improve tax administration.  owever  in 

most developing countries  taxing digital services has been considered a more 

immediate means of securing extra revenue. ther approaches have included 

India s e ualisation levy on local businesses that procure digital services abroad  

or ganda s move to levy users through mobile network operators (who do have 

a taxable presence) for the use of social media or messaging (see Box ).26 Despite 

the growing criticisms of such measures  it is important to acknowledge that  

in many cases  they are the only alternatives available for developing countries 

struggling with their nances. If corporate actors were more proactive in nding 

ways to contribute to the economy of the countries in which they operate  there 

would be fewer incentives for the use of sticks    not only including social media 

taxes  but also measures such as data localisation and interruption of app service 

provisions (which are widely condemned by technology companies  civil society 

organisations  and users themselves).

Box 1. How ve developing countries tte pted to t  digit l tr ns ctions

g nd s soci l edi  t

In 2018, Uganda introduced a ‘social media tax’, which charged users 

200 Ugandan shillings (UGX) (around US$0.05) per day for the use of a number 

of internet applications, including popular services such as Facebook, Twitter, 

WhatsApp, and Instagram.27 The new tax adds up to about US$1.50 per month 

or US$19 per year, in a country where many people live on less than US$1 a day.

In the period after the introduction of the tax, data use and mobile money 

transactions decreased in Uganda, and internet user penetration dropped from 

47% to 35%. In a series of tweets, the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) 

announced that, following the imposition of the social media tax, the number 

of ‘over-the-top’ (OTT) subscriptions had declined by more than 2.5 million 

in the last quarter of 2018.28

The tax also disproportionately affected marginalised users – the cost of the social 

media tax represents 2.4% of average individual income in metropolitan Kampala, 

but 22.6% of the average individual income in rural Bukedi.29

ndi s e u lis tion lev

India implemented an equalisation levy on cross-border digital advertising 

in June 2016.30 The 6% levy applies to payments made by companies based 

in India to a foreign company (without a permanent establishment in India) 

for online advertisements, if the annual payments exceed Rs.100,000 

(approximately US $1,450) in one financial year.31

The levy, which is only applicable to cross-border business-to-business (B2B) 

transactions, is withheld at the time of payment by the purchaser of the services 
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(ie the Indian firm hiring the advertisement services), and subsequently paid to 

the government. The measure is controversial because it puts an extra burden 

on local firms using foreign platforms for advertisements, and is especially heavy 

for startups. However, it has contributed to an increase in tax revenue: the Indian 

government reportedly collected approximately US$76 million between 2017 

and 2018 through the equalisation levy.32

A government committee has been analysing measures for other types of  

cross-border digital transactions, but the equalisation levy has not yet been 

expanded to other sectors. However, the Indian government has considered 

other measures to tax digital transactions, such as the introduction of a ‘significant 

economic presence’ (SEP) concept, which would allow the government to tax 

income of foreign companies based on their virtual economic presence.33

efor s re re uired in intern tion l t tion to ensure t t developing 

countries s re in t e ene ts of glo l tec nologic l progress in n inclusive 

 Current tax treaties prohibit the taxation of business pro ts of companies 

without a physical establishment in a country.34 Changes in international taxation 

might contribute to the ability of developing countries to tax businesses that are 

part of the economic life of the country  but which do not have an associated or 

meaningful physical presence. Ideally  countries would have a fair mechanism 

to tax virtual goods  which does not unduly deter domestic players from 

participating in digital markets. Developed countries   through fora such as the 

 and the rganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development ( ECD)   

are starting to respond to this problem.  The ECD s recommendations include 

adopting the concept of a non-physical taxable presence  and e orts to identify 

and de ne income derived from a particular source in a  urisdiction. Another 

measure could be a global tax. This would tax multinational enterprises on their 

global income at a minimum rate  regardless of where they are head uartered  

and distribute the revenue according to the proportion of the pro ts generated 

in each country.36

 n ging c ercri e nd c ersecurit  
re  ig  priorities in developing countries

While technology presents many opportunities, it also comes with new 

t re ts of c ercri es   suc  s l re tt c s  fr ud  nd use of d t    

ic  ect prospects for inclusive gro t  Putting a number on the cost of 

cybercrime is challenging  but evidence shows that global losses are immense. 

Recent estimates from the International onetary und (I ) and a study from 

the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS)  in partnership with 

the company cAfee  have estimated the annual costs of cyberattacks and 

cybercrime as S 0 billion and S 00 billion  respectively.  Cybercrime 

also entails important non-monetary damages to innovation  national defence  

competitiveness (of both countries and companies)  and prospects for 

economic growth.
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is is  glo l c llenge  s c ert re ts c n origin te n ere round 

t e glo e  t e scope of t e pro le  is in erentl  intern tion l  Criminal 

investigations and law enforcement activities  in contrast  are usually restricted 

by national urisdictions. hen information is stored outside a  urisdiction  it 

can become di cult for law enforcement agencies to retrieve and act on the 

information that is relevant to their work.38 It is also hard to trace the precise 

originating location of a cyberattack.39 As an increasing proportion of economic 

activity relies on digital infrastructure  losses from cybercrime will only grow 

if there is no improvement in international cooperation.

Developing countries are particularly exposed to cybercrime and 

c ersecurit  ris s  The combination of less stringent legislation  lower digital 

literacy  and less robust digital infrastructure makes developing countries 

more vulnerable to cybercrimes.40 Although similar challenges confront both 

developing and developed countries  the optimal solution for each country 

will di er depending on their resources and capabilities  as not all countries 

would be able to implement enforcement mechanisms that demand highly 

technical skills or state-of-the-art e uipment. Speci c challenges for developing 

countries include a lack of appropriate laws and enforcement authorities  lower 

levels of self-protection measures (eg due to lower digital literacy)  and a lack 

of private sector support.41

n lig t of so n  li it tions  developing countries ve struggled to nd 

ppropri te polic  responses 42 Some nations impose policy and regulatory 

restrictions on the movement of data. This can be for many di erent reasons  

including to protect the data from attacks and to grant relevant authorities access 

for law enforcement purposes.43 or example  ietnam s cybersecurity legislation 

re uires aggregated information websites  and social networks to operate at 

least one server in ietnam and provide user data to the government when 

re uested.44 hile laws re uiring data to be hosted within a particular urisdiction 

might in theory facilitate oversight and regulation by local authorities  there 

are many risks associated with these strategies.4  These policies are likely to 

increase costs for digital products and could actually make data more vulnerable 

by forcing rms to concentrate a signi cant amount of their information in one 

place (creating a target for attacks and facilitating potential government hacking 

and mass surveillance).46 oreover  issues relating to con icting laws may still 

emerge: if the physical server is located in one country  but the company holding 

it is head uartered in another country  it may still be sub ect to the latter s laws.

overn ents c n use  r nge of polic  tools  nd potenti ll  co e toget er 

to c ieve si il r o ectives  pursuing intern tion l cooper tion to t is 

end  prove   ene ci l str teg 4  ne approach would be to improve 

cross-border arrangements to share data for law enforcement purposes 

(as will be discussed in Chapter 4). The existing global processes are governed 

through general mutual legal assistance treaties ( LAT)  which are slow and 

cumbersome when law enforcement authorities re uest access to electronic 

data.48 The negotiation of speci c digital information-sharing agreements for 

law enforcement purposes o ers a promising solution  one that would give 
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digital businesses a strong understanding of the legal environment in which 

they are operating (enhancing legal certainty). This would act as an incentive 

for investment in the digital sector  as rms will be less fearful of undue nes or 

lawsuits.49 It would also provide protections against abuses by governments and 

other ill-intended agents. 0 The S  for example  has the CL D Act  which sets 

criteria for data to be stored on international servers  and the E s e-evidence 

legislation creates a simpli ed framework to retrieve data between E  member 

states.  A coordinated group of developing countries could create similar 

frameworks  but ones that take into consideration the particular constraints of 

developing countries. As we discuss in Chapter 4  this could be implemented 

through a risk-weighted approach and a progressive framework  establishing 

di erent levels of data sharing. urther cooperation to address cybercrime 

could also cover harmonised criminalisation and procedural powers  for 

example. This would go some way to facilitate digital trade between developing 

countries  building bridges  rather than fostering a series of digital islands.

 r e or s to protect priv c  nd 
person l d t   re fund ent l in  digit l ge

Privacy and personal data protection are central issues in the digital age, 

nd di erent countries ve di erent perspectives on o  to ddress t e  

Digital technologies make it possible to collect  store  and process enormous 

amounts of data in a centralised way  which reduces individuals  control over their 

own data. As a result  the risk of exposing their private lives increases. hile this 

challenge is universal  the extent to which privacy and personal data are protected 

varies according to social  political  and cultural contexts. The concept of privacy 

as a right itself is not uniformly adopted in all urisdictions around the world.

eveloping countries re concerned it  govern nce of person l d t  nd 

i ple enting n ppropri te fr e or  to protect t is i port nt sset of t e 

digit l ge  nly  of developing countries currently have data protection and 

privacy legislation in force.  owever  with the growing importance of the digital 

economy  the number of developing countries establishing rules or frameworks 

around data management is on the rise. 4 This was also a top priority among the 

policymakers we consulted.

Mounting evidence suggests that it is necessary to have some guidelines 

out o  person l d t  is collected  stored nd tr nsferred  People 

should be able to understand and have some control over how  and for 

what purpose  their personal data is used. The real challenge is developing 

a framework that protects people s privacy while eliciting the best economic 

and social value from personal data  for the individual and society.  Perhaps 

more challenging are cases where data is connected to an individual but is 

not necessarily personal  or sensitive  data (as they are usually de ned). In 

such cases  there are uestions as to whether the same privacy rules that 

apply to personal data should apply to other sets of data  such as drone 
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imagery of a village.  inally  data protection is important in preventing 

abuses in icted by governments themselves  so relevant frameworks 

should acknowledge the possibility of abuse and establish provisions 

to hold authorities and companies accountable.

e intern tion l de te on t e develop ent of st nd rds for priv c  nd 

data protection has been mostly driven by big technology companies and the 

govern ents of developed n tions  often disreg rding ot er soci l nor s nd 

e pect tions  overnments have been developing standards for data protection 

that apply beyond the borders of a single urisdiction. The most evident example 

of regulation is the E s eneral Data Protection Regulation ( DPR)  which 

is becoming a de facto global benchmark  due to the extraterritoriality of its 

provisions  and also to growing pressure in international policy circles for more 

countries to adopt similar terms.  or example  one of the survey participants 

stated that:

 s de nitel  in uenced ndi s dr ft d t  protection ill  

Survey respondent 

Private companies  terms and conditions and privacy policies are also often 

applied worldwide. These standards  however  are often disconnected from 

developing countries  priorities. In many cases  policymakers must balance 

various  and sometimes competing  interests. There are important trade-o s 

to consider when it comes to protecting data. hile data protection rules are 

important to protect users and build trust (as we discuss in Chapter 4)  there 

is a range of ways to implement them. The uestion of where to draw the line 

is one for individual countries. igh standards of data protection risk raising 

the cost of doing business and potentially hindering innovation. Some argue 

that this is a good thing   internalising the risk (incorporating data protection 

concerns into a company s decision-making) and only preventing innovation 

that would put users  data at risk   but this depends entirely on the country s 

risk preference and how the rules are tailored. 0

 o petition l s nd t eir enforce ent 
need to  e t for t e digit l ge

o petition c ses involving digit l r ets incre singl  ve  cross order 

di ension  Technology companies are now global and a ect the everyday lives 

of citi ens worldwide. Any action or decision taken by one country is likely to have 

spillover e ects elsewhere. or example  after an investigation by the erman 

competition authority into Ama on s erman marketplace  ama on.de  the 

company agreed to change its terms of business for sellers  activities. Ama on 

did not ust make this change in their European marketplaces  they implemented 

these new terms in all marketplaces worldwide  including in North America 

and Asia.61
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New technologies have given rise to innovative business models which 

c llenge co petition l  nd enforce ent  eatures of digital platforms 

make enforcement of competition policy even more technical   for example  

identifying the relevant market  understanding the role of data in creating 

a product  and dealing with competitive dynamics that are not manifested 

in prices  among other challenges.62 Also  many of the most popular social 

media platforms and search engines do not charge consumers  as their 

revenue comes from advertisers and services in other sides  of the market  

making traditional competition tools inapplicable. ther platforms do not o er 

a direct service at all  but merely take a cut from the exchanges they facilitate 

(for example  between a driver and a passenger). Digital technologies also o er 

new opportunities for practices that prevent or reduce competition in a market  

such as facilitating virtual collusion   for example  when humans intentionally 

use algorithms as a tool to coordinate behaviour and set higher prices  or when 

algorithms independently collude using machine learning to follow  the price 

leader (introducing parallel behaviour).63 urthermore  digital markets have 

a stronger tendency toward concentrated structures  due to economies of scale 

and scope  and stronger network e ects  making it easier for companies to 

lock in users.64 or example  once a company has built a business analytics 

tool  they can deploy it to new customers at almost no additional cost.

egul ting for co petitive r ets c n e  p rticul rl  d unting 

c llenge for developing countries  any developing countries are not 

e uipped to enforce competition policy in bricks-and-mortar markets  and 

often lack the capacity and resources to analyse and address new issues 

in digital marketplaces.  Several Latin American countries are still drafting 

national competition laws.66 In sub-Saharan Africa  almost every country 

has a competition law in place  but few countries have established ade uate 

institutions to implement  monitor and enforce their competition policy.  

Authorities in developing countries are often constrained by scarcity of 

resources  including a scarcity of trained experts  meaning that in some 

places  competition policy remains little more than words on a page. alawi  

for example  rst enacted its competition law in  but the competition 

authority was only created in 0 . In the Dominican Republic  the competition 

law was enacted in  00  but the authority only started operating in 0 .68 

eanwhile  in  ali  Niger and Benin  the enforcement authorities are 

not independent and do not have their own decision-making power.69

eveloping countries lso f ce c llenges in eeping t eir r ets 

open to entr  nd innov tion  Competitive markets are key drivers of 

economic growth and productivity  but there may be particularly strong 

pressures to protect incumbents  especially during periods of structural 

change. 0 Such behaviour would constrain entry to a market  and incumbent 

power would impact on innovation and future economic growth potential. 

Even where startups do enter the market  they may soon face competitive 

pressure and may eventually be ac uired by dominant platforms.  hile 

this is true for both developing and developed countries  countries with low 

technical and political capacities and limited resources are less e uipped 

to deal with attempts from incumbents to entrench market power.
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n t e f ce of t e r pid nd glo l digit lis tion of t e econo  coordin tion 

ec nis s c n elp polic ers to st  re st of develop ents nd 

to le rn fro  e c  ot er  The number of urisdictions with competition law 

enforcement umped from fewer than 0 in 0 to about 0 in 0 4.  As 

the number of authorities around the world continues to grow  coordination 

between them will be ever more important. 4 The International Competition 

Network (ICN) is one arena for exchange of experiences  and had more than 

0 member competition authorities in 0 . The African Competition orum 

(AC ) is also widely recognised as an arena for peer learning and information 

sharing between authorities in Africa.  Competition authorities have successfully 

cooperated in the past. or example  the ac uisition of onsanto by Bayer in 

0  was reviewed in  countries  and several authorities cooperated very 

closely to reach a decision   including the authorities in the E  S  Australia  

Bra il  Canada  China  India and South Africa.

 ntellectu l propert  rule ing needs 
to re ect t e interests of developing countries

lo l polic ing round intellectu l propert  is co onl  recognised 

s n o st cle for developing countries  polic  go ls  The relevance of data 

in the digital economy  the emergence of new platforms for sound and image 

reproduction  new possibilities for user-generated content  and the boom in 

the knowledge economy  based on intangible assets  all provide opportunities 

for widening access to information and for generating wealth.  hile new 

technologies have reduced technical and cost barriers to copying and sharing 

intellectual property (IP)  laws and policies exist to protect the rights of IP owners. 

Intellectual property rights are fundamental to foster technological innovation 

and bring valuable new products (goods and services) to market.  The historical 

evolution of such rights has always been connected to technological and 

scienti c developments  and the new discussions on IP taking place around the 

world are no di erent. 0 owever  in some cases  IP rules and broad protections  

such as patents and trade secrets  can have the e ect of diminishing developing 

countries  access to knowledge and information  and restrict their capacity 

to engage in certain parts of the global digital value chain.81

The international debates around changes in IP governance are strongly 

do in ted  ric er n tions  Developed countries  where most of the world s 

IP-intensive and large technology companies are based  use their political 

heft and in uence to directly push their interests in bilateral and multilateral 

agreements.82 These countries  understandably  aim to protect the results of 

their  rms  investments in research and development  not only within their 

borders  but also in other parts of the world. As a result  developing nations 

are often pressured to conform with norms around IP rights.83 In other cases  

developed countries adopt rules that have e ects outside their territories  

limiting options for policymakers and businesses in developing countries. 

The E  Copyright Directive  for example  will re uire online content-sharing 

service providers who wish to enter the E  market to use appropriate 
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technology to prevent the uploading of copyrighted content. In practice  this 

re uires costly lters or active moderation. iven the cost of deploying such 

e orts  the law may entrench the dominance of big rms with deep pockets 

and prevent new entrants from accessing the European market.84

eveloping countries often l c  t e politic l eft nd tec nic l support to 

pus  for rd t eir interests in intern tion l negoti tions  Di erent countries 

push their respective agendas in international fora such as IP  which leads 

the development of IP frameworks. A signi cant amount of IP governance is 

also pursued through trade agreements. owever  current negotiations within 

these spaces do little to help people in developing countries access information 

products.  or example  the e-commerce agreement under negotiation at the 

T  proposes new rules to further protect algorithms (which already en oy 

copyright protection) and could allow the emergence of new monopolies over 

data.86 Trade negotiations in IP can be stacked against developing countries with 

take-it-or-leave-it package deals  secret negotiations between sub-groups  

and a lack of measures to balance IP restrictions  such as licensing agreements.  

Thus  a crucial factor in achieving more favourable outcomes for developing 

countries is through an increase in their bargaining power.88 Developing countries 

should be able to have their voices heard in IP debates  not only to protect 

their IP but also to have their development interests represented. This could 

be accomplished  for example  through regional cooperation (as we discuss 

in Chapter 4)  and by fostering the use of open software and open data.

 t s ring tools nd interoper le s ste s 
re fund ent l to ove d t  cross orders

igit l tec nologies o er ne  opportunities for people to s re d t  

nd infor tion  ut interoper ilit  is re uired to ensure t t d t  c n 

e used  di erent pl tfor s nd devices  Economic transactions that 

can lead to inclusive growth are increasingly dependent on data being 

transferred across the world. Data may be gathered from di erent sources 

and for di erent purposes  and combined in various ways to create value.89 

or people and societies to truly bene t from the digital era  digital products 

and services should be able to connect. This is not only about extracting value 

in a commercial sense  but also about using data to power tools and services 

(such as healthcare or nancial services) that can better serve people. Shared 

and open standards can enable interoperability  compatibility  and consistency 

across markets. 0 icroservices  application programming interfaces (APIs)  

civic digital infrastructure  and other forms of interoperability reduce 

the costs and simplify the creation of new digital services.91
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ere re strong rgu ents supporting d t  interoper ilit  for ot  

econo ic nd soci l g ins  iving consumers control over their personal 

data can generate allocations that are close to optimal and address privacy 

considerations. People should be able to easily move information about 

themselves across platforms and services  balancing their concerns for 

privacy against the gains emerging from the use of data.92 Also  because the 

use of data is a factor of production across multiple rms  and data can be used 

many times without losing its value (in economic argon  one would say data is 

nonrival)  portability increases its economic e ciency.93 Research shows that 

standardisation and interoperability between di erent mobile payment systems 

is crucial to the development of new and innovative mobile money solutions 

in developing countries. pen standards on such systems foster consumer 

mobility (by reducing switching costs) and competition between mobile 

network operators  leading to more incentives to innovate.94

In practical terms, data sharing and portability should be reasonably 

c iev le for ost l rge co p nies  Even though the nature of data 

ownership currently remains rather unclear  most multinational rms already 

make data available to individuals on re uest.  In the same way as the 

incompatibility of electrical appliances can be solved with plug adapters  

incompatibility of software and platforms can be mediated by digital adapters  

which enable data portability. There are already public and private initiatives that 

champion data portability  which provide di erent frameworks for user control 

and consent. oogle  acebook  icrosoft  Twitter  and Apple are developing the 

Data Transfer Pro ect  an open-source initiative to enable seamless  direct  user-

initiated portability of data between di erent platforms. ther products such as 

Digi.me   a service that aggregates  normalises and structures data from di erent 

apps and services to make it easily reusable   aims to give users ne-grained 

control over who has access to their data. There are also examples of similar 

systems in the public sector. The government of India o ers a service called 

DigiLocker  which provides a cloud account for every Indian citi en to access 

their o cial documents and certi cates  such as their driving licence  voter ID  

and school certi cates  in digital format.96 ther examples of interoperability are 

APIs and microservices  which reduce the costs of digital services  by making 

them accessible for further use  innovation  and integration within a broader 

ecosystem of digital services.

ntern tion l coordin tion ig t e re uired to ensure d t  port ilit  

nd interoper ilit  Technical and regulatory standards that work for 

di erent countries need to be in place to allow frictionless movement of data 

across borders. Interesting tools provided by private companies  as discussed 

above  can only go so far. owever  it can be di cult for resource-constrained 

governments to develop and manage such tools alone. urthermore  if each 

country develops uni ue standards  this will severely limit the market and 

scalability of any new digital product. International standardisation   of the sort 

championed by groups like ID4D   is an important part of sei ing the gains from 

digital integration.  or example  each country could develop their own digital 

ID  but ideally  they would need to be at least partially interoperable. In practice  
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the structure could be similar to that of an hourglass: the bottom and the top 

represent the range of di erent systems and models each country could adopt  

while the narrow middle would represent a basic shared standard  a checkpoint 

at which the variety of systems would be easily readable and interoperable.98

Box 2. Measuring t e v lue of digit l tr ns ctions

Data has a value that might not be visible when one does not ‘pay’ for services: 

people may not realise that there is value in an exchange involving sharing 

personal information if there is no price attached to it. Different studies have tried 

to measure the value of data, applying different methods to do so.99 Data as ‘the 

new oil’ is often an imprecise and unhelpful analogy. Oil, as a natural resource, 

is measurable, tangible, limited, and strictly regulated.

In contrast, to date, there are no effective metrics or tools to assess the value of the 

intangible assets that power the digital economy (eg algorithms and data), making 

it difficult to compare the effects of global policies across different contexts. This 

matter is increasingly important: as the world becomes more and more digitised 

and data-driven, the ability to accurately value intangible assets will be all the 

more important for economic growth and investment. Indeed, in parts of the world, 

intangible assets reportedly now account for up to one-third of production value – 

or some US$5.9 trillion in 2014 – across 19 manufacturing industries.100

Intangible assets are particularly hard to evaluate because their value ultimately 

depends on a business or government’s ability to use them – the same database 

may have vastly different ‘value’ to different firms. Furthermore, many intangible 

assets may be used across borders, making it even more difficult to quantify 

their value. Available data on international trade mostly comes from developed 

countries, and often does not clearly distinguish between the domestic and 

cross-border elements of transactions. This adds to the problem for developing 

countries, as it may cause significant errors in valuations for investments.

It should be noted that not all data is the same. Different types of data are 

collected and used in varying ways in different industries. Raw, unstructured 

data is rarely as valuable as data employed to solve a problem – the application 

determines the value of data. The amount of data and the size of the database 

are also relevant. Large, aggregated datasets are usually more valuable than 

individual sets of personal data (although there might be diminishing returns 

from big data sets) – the average person’s data is reported to be worth less 

than a dollar on secondary markets.101

Efforts to measure the digital economy have been led by initiatives like the OECD/

G20 working group and the Task Force on International Trade Statistics (TFITS), as 

well as the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Intellectual Property Organization 

(WIPO), and the World Bank Group.102 Developing countries should have a seat 

at these fora to ensure that the outcomes reflect their interests and priorities. 

In any case, the sharing of the value of cross-border data flows would require 
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a negotiation that recognises the source of this value, and enables developing 

countries to capture their fair share.103

Further investigation would be needed to develop indicators to detect a business’s 

remote but sustained and significant involvement in the economy of a market 

jurisdiction. Some proxy measures could take supply-and-demand factors into 

account, such as digital sales and number of users. This would be relevant for 

successful implementation of a global tax and accurately identifying relevant 

global markets. Ultimately, to meet growing policy needs, the development 

of a flexible, simple data typology, digital economy measures, and metrics 

and statistics, will be increasingly relevant.
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Chapter 3 
The case for regional and 
international coordination

Current approaches to governing, managing, and regulating digital 

technology do not help developing countries: now is the time to set this 

rig t  These emerging global norms are largely predicated around the interests 

and needs of rich nations. Even though regional approaches to technology 

governance are starting to emerge  developing countries individually have 

little ability to shape international rules  or to implement their own technology 

governance frameworks. Regulation of the digital economy will continue to grow 

in importance on the global agenda  and the resultant governance mechanisms 

will be pivotal for those seeking to make the most of the opportunities on o er. 

hile global institutions remain dominated by larger  richer nations  international 

coordination   through regional or other voluntary groupings   presents 

developing countries with an opportunity to exercise their voices and develop 

a governance model that works for them  especially where their interests 

align. This chapter will set out the challenges faced by developing countries 

in the international governance of technology  to make a case for international 

coordination in their interests.

s soci l nd econo ic life eco es incre singl  digit lised  e ective 

regul tion nd govern nce of t e digit l orld is eco ing fund ent ll  

i port nt  The number of people connected to the internet in developing 

countries is growing rapidly  although starting from a relatively low base. alf 

the world remains o ine  but for those who are connected  digital products and 

services make up an increasingly important part of life  from transferring money 

by S S to ob-hunting on social media. Digital tools are also enabling entirely 

new industrial pathways  such as labour platforms for the informal economy 

(eg motorcycle taxi apps) or increasing the value from agriculture (eg through 

better analytics and supply chain management). 04 The business models and 

digital architectures designed by rms can have far-reaching impacts  and these 

are inherently shaped by the regulatory environment. 0  And yet  surprisingly 

little attention is paid to how poorer or resource-constrained countries should 

approach digital regulation. ood governance of technology can help countries 

harness the bene ts of digital transformation  whereas inaction can leave citi ens 

and domestic industries on the back foot  left behind in a global revolution.
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e pro le s r ised  digit lis tion   t e pro le s t t polic ers 

feel co pelled to solve   re l rgel    tter of do estic polic  ut t eir 

c uses re n t ing ut do estic  Citi ens  rights to privacy  competition 

between rms  security and law enforcement  business taxation  all of these 

matters traditionally fall within the remit of the nation state  rather than the web 

of international intergovernmental institutions. But digital rms operate across 

borders at almost no marginal cost  and their lack of physical presence in 

developing countries renders enforcement of urisdiction and local regulations 

di cult. hile many people in a given country might interact with a digital 

rm  that rm can operate with no o ce or physical activity within the country  

making it di cult to enforce any governance regime. Such problems have 

a precursor in analogue challenges  such as taxation of multinational companies 

(as we discussed in Chapter  )  but the increasingly digital nature of business 

means that they are now emerging on a much greater scale.

t t e glo l level  e c n see ne  nor s eginning to t e s pe 

round digit l govern nce nd regul tion 0  Indeed  a multipolar governance 

architecture is emerging  with the S  E  and China as global leaders. 0  In 

reality  a more nuanced view includes other countries   eg India and Estonia   

establishing uni ue approaches. owever  the multipolar global view remains 

a useful frame for analysis. The E s DPR provides a good example of the 

in uence of these global leaders. It covers a broad range of issues  from consent 

to the management and security of personal data  and these have already been 

adapted into corresponding policies by non-E  countries such as the Philippines 

and Bra il. 0  Indeed  the Council of Europe s Convention 0  (Convention for 

the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal 

Data   termed DPR lite  by some) has  members  with Argentina  Cabo 

erde  exico and orocco oining in 0  and 0 . 0  The  S  meanwhile  

currently operates a patchwork of state and federal laws  but these constitute 

the implicit default for many digital rms originating in the S. 0 ther 

approaches include China s great rewall  a popular term that obscures the 

breadth of China s approach to digital regulation  which has essentially led 

to a splintered version of the internet created for the Chinese context.111 And 

indeed  parts of China s approach are going global  with Nigeria and Tan ania 

both implementing cybersecurity laws that mirror those of Bei ing.112 Policies 

from these ma or actors can uickly become de facto international standards. 

The in uence of global powers also extends to infrastructure  as they are 

also developing competing   and often incompatible   technological stacks: 

programming languages  frameworks  software  and other tools. The states 

that write these rules and develop such architectures are thus given immense 

power: as other countries choose to mirror these standards  complex technical 

and regulatory interdependencies are formed  over which developing countries 

have little control.113 oreover  as interactions between these three in uential 

powers   the  S  the E  and China   become inevitable  it will be necessary 

to harmonise their policies in some way.
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eveloping countries ve  rel tivel  li ited set of regul tor  options 

in t e f ce of e erging glo l trends  The emerging global standards may 

not be suitable for every country  whether because they have di erent values 

(between  say  national security and business freedom)  di erent si es and 

populations  or simply because they do not have the capacity to enforce these 

regulatory models. But the alternative to these standards   developing a local 

regulatory approach   is not always an option. ost developing countries 

represent very small markets  contributing negligible revenue to large 

multinational rms.114 These states may be able to regulate their homegrown 

domestic digital rms  but should their rules deviate too far from the de facto 

global standards and re uire too much compliance e ort  we can expect global 

rms to simply exit. As a survey respondent pointed out  setting standards to 

enable interoperability  building indigenous capacity  infrastructure  and public-

private-partnerships with technology companies are all things that can use 

international partnerships  because the est is ahead in this area and many of 

these innovations have come and the tech companies are from the est . It is 

highly unlikely that a  rm would go to the e ort of complying with more than 

00 uni ue   and possibly contradictory   regulatory regimes. Indeed  this is 

partly why China s great rewall spawned a whole ecosystem of Chinese internet 

companies: rms like oogle refused to comply with China s regulations  opening 

a gap for Chinese search engine Baidu to establish itself.  Smaller countries 

know they have little power to directly regulate these rms  and this a ects 

their regulatory options. This leads to approaches like ganda s tax on social 

media users (see Box  )  or Papua New uinea s temporary block of acebook.116 

owever  developing countries should not lose hope: in aggregate  they still 

represent a signi cant market. Indeed  India has been able to e ectively write 

its own regulations because it is large enough   for example  Box  describes 

India s uni ue approach to taxing non-resident digital rms.

lo l govern nce   suc  s t t t roug  t e  nd its institutions   

is   slo  process  nd developing countr  perspectives re often under

represented  A recent N panel on digital cooperation presented a clear 

vision for strengthening multilateralism  multi-stakeholderism and diversi cation 

of voices in further digital cooperation. owever  subse uent processes will 

take many years to result in global approaches to the (largely domestic) policy 

uestions discussed in this paper.  In the consultation described earlier in 

this paper  policymakers in developing countries stressed that  with regards 

to digital governance  regulatory and technical standards are the two most 

important things they currently need from the international community. In the 

instances where multilateral treaties have been developed to establish such 

standards  developing countries are usually left out   for example  the Budapest 

Convention on Cybercrime  which now has  signatories  was drawn up by the 

Council of Europe.118 And where global institutions already exist  they often do 

an imperfect ob of representing the interests of developing countries  due to 

structural issues such as vote shares  as well as from informal norms.119 hile 

smaller  regional  and more representative groupings are increasingly addressing 

technology policy  most global fora tend to be dominated by the same small 

number of powerful actors behind emerging international regulatory norms   
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a feature of their general geopolitical power. As for purely technical bodies  

these civil society organisations were formed by early internet pioneers 

(computer professionals  academics  industry leaders)  based mainly in the 

S  at a time when the internet had no regard for nation states and geography. 

As a result  neither do their governance structures  which almost all lack 

geographic or political representation. 0

ntern tion l coordin tion et een developing countries o ers  possi le 

solution  In the face of a global regulatory environment shaped by a few powerful 

countries   which  in many cases  do not even share the same priorities and have 

competing interests   smaller nations are left without much agency. They cannot 

act unilaterally to forge their own rules  and they cannot expect inter-governmental 

institutions to respond uickly in protecting their interests. owever  if developing 

countries pool their resources  capacity  and economic and political clout  they 

have the opportunity to de ne their own governance. Regional and sub-regional 

fora  for example  have the potential to amplify the voices of smaller countries  

as such groupings will represent larger populations and markets than any one 

country alone. or example  there is an increasing consensus in the E  that the 

establishment of minimum re uirements on cybersecurity must be undertaken 

at the E  rather than national  level.121 owever  such groups need not necessarily 

be regional: coordinated groups may increasingly be based on shared interests 

and ideologies  as opposed to geographical proximity. Although it is clear that the 

current  institutional global models of multilateralism o er limited hope for change  

acting together in new multilateral groupings may be the only way for developing 

countries to have their say in digital technology governance. The next chapter 

will consider speci c actions and areas for cooperation between developing 

countries in the digital sphere.
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Chapter 4 
Principles for 
international coordination

e int ngi le n ture of digit l tec nolog  e ns t t n  issues sp n 

cross orders  de nding so e level of coordin tion  Chapter  discussed 

the priorities seen in the results of the Pathways for Prosperity consultation  

which laid out the ma or concerns from the developing countries  perspectives. 

or each of the six key issues  there are di erent options and interests to 

be considered by policymakers and regulators. Countries must decide for 

themselves where they stand  based on their speci c context and goals. 

Chapter   argued that with international coordination  developing countries can 

clear a few common hurdles that prevent action on these issues. In that chapter  

we saw how developing countries have little power to unilaterally impose 

regulations on multinational rms. Even if they did  they often lack bureaucratic 

capacity to develop their own technology governance regimes.

is c pter identi es o  t e identi ed polic  c llenges could e 

ddressed  o ering principles for coordin ted intern tion l ction t t spe  

to developing countr  concerns  As we have seen  many of the priority concerns 

emerging from the consultation are already being shaped by factors outside 

a nation s control. owever  as discussed in Chapter   emerging trends in the 

governance of technology are authored by a small number of powerful countries  

the priorities of developing countries do not drive these discussions. The ve 

principles discussed here aim to shift the debate towards international cooperation 

that can work in countries with varied institutional capacities and support 

developing countries in harnessing the opportunities of digitalisation. Some of 

these principles are inherently cross-border  while others could have 

both domestic and international approaches. They provide ideas as to how 

countries can oin together in e orts to navigate the digital age  but implementing 

them will present challenges: in all cases  they will re uire consideration of  

trade-o s and complex negotiations with all relevant stakeholders.

 oster digit l cooper tion  cre ting 
incentives for countries to  or  toget er

e c llenges of digit lis tion o er developing countries t e opportunit  

to champion regional and international cooperation mechanisms that will 

or  for t e  In Chapter   we explored many technology policy issues that 
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are priorities for developing countries. It may be too early to say which of the 

many policy options are the best for them. Indeed  this is partly because many 

developing countries are holding back  waiting to see if an international approach 

will emerge. owever  global institutions are unlikely to solve the problems 

of digitalisation for the poorest countries. Intense rivalries between the ma or 

players mean that a consensus is unlikely to emerge any time soon.

Developing countries can chart their own paths towards international 

cooper tion  nding n unco plic ted point of gree ent t e  c n use to 

st rt to uild trust  There are policy areas in which countries can more easily 

start to work together  areas around which there is less disagreement within 

the international community. The incentives for coordination over digital policy 

will be stronger in areas where cross-border spillovers are more immediate  

or where the e ciency gains from acting together are greater   for example  in 

addressing the online harms mentioned in Chapter  .122 Countries already have 

strong incentives to collaborate to tackle cybercrimes (eg child pornography)  

and addressing this issue could be a gateway to forge cooperation in other 

areas. To follow this example  tackling cybercrime would re uire bilateral and 

regional agreements to share information  institutions to oversee cross-border 

collaboration  and standards and procedures for information sharing  among 

other measures.

n pr ctice  t is could e i ple ented t roug   progressive process  once 

developing countries ve identi ed t eir polic  priorities nd o ectives  

t e  c n consider o  intern tion l coordin tion ig t support t eir e orts  

rom there  they can look for like-minded partners to forge collaborations  and 

assess the best way to do so (regionally  multilaterally  globally  established 

institutions  new institutions  and so on). nce those systems are in place  

developing countries could bene t from established coordination and 

cooperation mechanisms and use the same backbone  to address more 

contentious issues  where incentives would be harder to align   such as taxation 

and distribution of the value attributed to digital goods. Peer learning and sharing 

experiences is a good way to open channels for cooperation. The consultation 

showed a common theme amongst developing country policymakers: the need 

for international coordination to foster peer learning. ne survey participant 

reported that sharing good practices is one of the actions that would be very 

useful for the policymaking process  while another said that international action 

is re uired to provide information and knowledge on the latest innovations and 

their functionality . The importance of sharing practices also emerged from the 

Pathways for Prosperity Commission s in-country engagements  piloting its 

igit l cono  it 123 where discussions with stakeholders 

revealed the relevance and importance of peer learning.

https://pathwayscommission.bsg.ox.ac.uk/digital-toolkit/digital-economy-kit-0
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 ilor digit l govern nce for developing 
countries: better ensuring implementation 
in   ider r nge of n tion l conte ts

lo l st nd rds governing digit l tec nolog   not e  good t for 

developing countries, which have particular constraints and policy goals that 

often di er fro  t ose f ced  developed n tions  As outlined in the previous 

chapters  most developing countries have little scope to unilaterally design 

rules governing the digital economy: being relatively small markets  they must 

stay fairly close to de facto global standards (such as the E s DPR or the  S 

regime for privacy and data protection). Standards come in many di erent forms  

including product standards  codes of conducts and labels  and distinct types of 

process standards.124 But many global standards governing digital technologies 

may be ill-suited to developing country contexts  especially when they are 

created by and in the context of developed nations. In some cases  developing 

countries lack the capacity to implement and enforce highly detailed regulations. 

In other cases  these emerging global standards may clash with other policy 

goals (for instance: they may limit investment).

n  ulti countr  rule or st nd rd s ould dopt  tiered ppro c  t t 

ould llo  developing countries to deter ine for t e selves t e est 

regul tor  rr nge ents for t eir do estic nd region l digit l econo  

This will include rules that address the issues discussed in the previous chapters. 

or example  in the nancial sector  there is a growing understanding that  to 

maximise the stability bene ts for developing countries  Basel III standards 

need to be adapted to match their uni ue needs and capacities   the so-called 

proportional application  of the standards.126 In order for the best policy design 

to endure  developing countries should coordinate to pool their political clout 

and their resources. owever  our research and consultation have highlighted 

a ma or recurrent concern: the cost of implementing  monitoring  and enforcing 

new regulations that are highly technical in nature. or this reason  any rule or 

standard that spans across borders should consider a tiered approach  starting 

with a minimum-implementable baseline that any country could (reasonably) be 

expected to meet in order to oin an integrated digital market. rom there  further 

tiers of regulation would be optional (see Box  for more detail). As discussed 

in the previous section  it would be easier to start with groups of countries that 

share similar values and ob ectives  for example  within regional or sub-regional 

groups   illustrated by the case of the electronic ID in the E  discussed in Box  .

e proposed tiered ppro c  ould involve uilt in ec nis s 

to give countries incentives to ove to not er tier t  l ter st ge  

rom a spectrum of compatible options  developing countries must decide 

for themselves where their available resources should be concentrated and 

they must assess the relevant trade-o s. or example  the standard-setting 

body that deals with anti-money laundering has introduced proportionality 

to address di erent capabilities.  hile countries opting for the less stringent 

tiers would be sub ect to a lower regulatory burden  they would also be 

https://pathwayscommission.bsg.ox.ac.uk/digital-toolkit/digital-economy-kit-0
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sub ected to limitations in terms of the activities they could perform. In such 

a scenario  countries would have to weigh the costs of compliance against the 

bene ts of having access to a given market. This would be similar to debates in 

trade in which countries can self-declare as least developed countries (LDCs)  

but are restricted in terms of the transactions with which they can engage.128

Box 3.  tiered ppro c  to cross order rule ing

A concrete way to think about differentiated standards would be a tiered 

approach. An initial, starting tier would have minimum requirements, which may 

still be challenging to meet where experience and funding are lacking. Countries 

in this tier should also receive support to develop their own local capacities. To 

prevent forum-shopping, the lower regulatory requirements would come with 

greater limitations for cross-border transactions.

Countries could then move to a middle tier, which would require them to adopt 

further conditions, but still enjoy some regulatory leeway. This intermediary 

tier would also provide its countries – and companies based within them – with 

greater licence to participate in the connected global economy.

Once countries have developed the learning and institutional capacity to fully 

comply with high regulatory standards, they could move into the final tier and be 

subject to stringent requirements around specific policy topics, with unfettered 

market access.

For example, a specific agreement regulating digital data sharing for law 

enforcement purposes could require countries to have adequate levels of data 

protection in place to receive overseas information. Country A, which does not 

have any such rules in place, could join the agreement in its lower tier, whereby it 

would have access to information only through a secured system, and the amount 

of information available would be limited. Once country A passes regulation 

establishing a certain level of data protection, it could then move to a higher 

tier and have access to a greater volume of information. When the country fully 

complies with the data security requirements of the agreement, it would have 

direct access to data for partner countries, and would be able to transfer and 

process the information in its own jurisdiction.

There are examples of similar approaches already in practice. In 2014, the EU 

introduced an electronic identification regulation (eIDAS), which establishes 

different levels of assurance (low, substantial, and high), according to the degree 

of confidence in a given ID scheme – ie how accurate the system is in identifying 

a given person. Establishing the level of assurance takes into account processes 

(eg identity proofing, verification, and authentication), management activities 

(eg the entity issuing electronic identification and the procedure to issue such 

means), and the technical controls implemented. The premise is that this would 

improve trust amongst member countries regarding electronic identification and 

remove barriers to the cross-border use of online services within the European 

single market.129
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 nloc  d t  for inclusive develop ent  
using d t  to i prove people s lives

t  port ilit  nd t e rig t to ccess d t  c n unloc  its v lue for citi ens 

nd polic ers  The consultation highlighted a perceived con ict between the 

goals of spurring economic growth and improving data governance. 0 hile this 

concern might be legitimate in some cases  it should not spark a regulatory race-

to-the-bottom to attract international rms. hen data is governed well  countries 

can unlock its immense power to solve local problems. The world s information 

can be classi ed into di erent types of data  depending on how it was collected 

and who or what it relates to: personal or non-personal  sensitive or non-sensitive  

to name a few.131 uch of this information is locked away in proprietary databases 

and is only used for a slim fraction of its possible applications. nlocking this data 

does not need to be at the expense of either privacy or safety: in fact  these are 

complementary goals that   in increasing trust and people s willingness to share 

data   enhance the potential bene ts of data use.

nsuring t t people ve t e rig t to ccess nd use t eir d t  for t eir 

ene t c n unloc  ne  nd innov tive pplic tions of d t  for inclusive 

gro t  lobal debates about digital regulation are often reduced to a dichotomy 

between an E -style privacy rst  choice  or a  S-style laisse -faire choice  

although the reality is of course more nuanced.132 Developing countries  however  

can consider alternative frameworks that account for additional policy goals: 

responsible governance with an eye to fostering nascent industries and new 

innovations. Ensuring people the right of access to data that relates directly to 

them  along with simple tools for portability (meaning people can choose to use 

platforms aligned with their needs)  will be important in unlocking this potential. 

sers need to be able to see their personal data and to access it in a commonly 

used and machine-readable format. A basic principle that underlies this idea 

is that  if the information directly relates to a person  that person should be 

able to access and use the data  even if they did not collect it.

ere re ltern tive non utu ll  e clusive  polic  options to unloc  

t e d t  for inclusive gro t  or example  one possible approach could 

be a proportionate progressive policy. In such a scenario  small data holders 

would still be re uired to grant users access to their personal data  but would 

be exempt from more burdensome re uirements. As rms  revenues or user 

bases grow  they could be progressively compelled to respond to more complex 

data re uests from users and communities  including making data available 

in a machine-readable format  making aggregate  anonymised data available 

through an API  and making community-scale data available to policymakers. 

ther approaches include re uiring rms to make data available in certain 

formats  or re uiring data to be shared in a controlled environment  accessible 

to other approved businesses or organisations.133 overnments or other 

bodies could also act as trustees of such data as a social resource  stipulating 

conditions about its use and how it should be mined  in the public interest.134
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is ppro c  could lso e tend to pieces of infor tion t t re not 

person l d t  suc  s tr c d t  s tellite i ger  crop ields  or ter 

o s  Personal data does deserve special attention and additional security 

measures  but there is a whole world of data to be explored that does not fall 

within this category.  In fact  aggregated data and metadata could be even 

more useful from a public policy perspective. That said  compelling   for 

example   a satellite rm to share images with a community for free could damage 

the satellite imagery business  if that community sells the data on to a competitor. 

If the business model breaks  then no one will bene t from the data. This concern 

could be reduced through non-commercial re uirements (prohibiting data 

recipients from re-selling) or instead making the initial data access possible at 

a  fair price  rather than for free. There are distinct public bene ts to using such 

data: big data and analytics are already playing an increasing role in transforming 

public services. or example  the app Strava uses aggregate data from runners 

and cyclists to help assess and shape transport policy in  cities around the 

world  through its spin-o  company Strava etro. In a similar initiative  ber 

provides aggregate insights on tra c in a public dataset and partners with 

local policymakers to improve urban planning.136

etting t e ost out of d t  ill often re uire uilding c p cit  nd 

investing in infr structures t t f vour port ilit  nd furt er uses of d t  

iven the non-rivalrous nature of data (ie the same data can be used multiple 

times without losing its value)  there are clear bene ts to enhancing access to it 

and facilitating reuse.  owever  data sharing has yet to reach its potential  in part 

due to lack of capacity and a limited awareness of how to maximise the potential 

social and economic values of data. To complement the alternatives listed above  

investments in education and research are needed and should be considered in 

development support. This could include  for example  re uiring that data used 

in research is openly available for further use  or labelling datasets as public 

goods. This is especially important for government-funded research  but private 

donors could also consider funding training and capacity building to enhance 

access to data and to support the development of public databases.

 e p rt of so et ing igger   
r onising cross order digit l tr de

e digit l econo  is incre singl  dependent on d t  eing tr nsferred 

cross di erent loc tions  s ste s nd devices  owever  integration is not 

without its issues (as discussed in Chapter  ). any countries are starting to 

re ect deep international digital integration  often on the grounds of economic 

or law enforcement concerns. owever  far from being a problem  harmonising 

cross-border trade can actually support signi cant new industries. The more 

integrated these systems and markets are  the faster  cheaper  and more 

reliable it will be for entrepreneurs to create new products  and for consumers 

to access a ordable services. Similar e orts led by regional organisations 
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are already underway  such as the nited Nations Economic Commission 

for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) 0 0 digital agenda for Latin 

America and the Caribbean (eLAC)  the Digital ASEAN Initiative  and NECAs 

Digital Transformation Strategy for Africa. Another concrete example of policies 

to further integration is the Policy and Regulation Initiative for Digital Africa (PRIDA)  

which aims to create a more harmonised and enabling legal and regulatory 

framework across Africa  and to strengthen cooperation between national 

telecommunications regulatory authorities across the continent.138

e econo ic ene ts of re oving rriers to t e cross order o  

of d t  c nnot e ignored en eig ing t e tr de o s involved in t e 

regul tion of tec nolog  ne of the rationales for restricting or regulating 

the  ow of data is political: these regulations are often the only ones with teeth 

for countries contending with large multinational technology rms  and thus 

their only available bargaining chips. Another rationale is economic: to promote 

the domestic development of the IT industry. Re ecting digital integration (say  

by pursuing data localisation or data sovereignty rules) is often seen as a means 

to kick-start domestic industry.139 owever  there is a trade-o  when restricting 

data ows  for economic reasons: recent analysis suggests that restricted data 

ows will make countries less attractive to investors  have limited positive 

e ects on the local industry  and may raise costs for local entrepreneurs. 40 

In fact  failing to share data may ultimately sti e economic growth and lead to 

increased prices and decreased productivity in industries that depend intensively 

on data services (Box 4 contains a further discussion on the geography of data 

storage).141 If countries pursue this approach  it may be worth negotiating built-

in review mechanisms  such as a  sunset  clause  to assess the e ects of the 

regulation  and eventually remove it at a later date. urther  if barriers to data 

ows are established  a coordinated bloc of developing countries could explicitly 

exempt each other  creating a south-south network of open digital trade among 

countries with similar regulatory standards. ne survey participant from Latin 

America highlighted the advantages of integration: 

‘harmonisation through standards and international treaties may bring 

ene ts  ut tends to e ugel  detri ent l to developing n tions  due 

to t e i l nce of po er in intern tion l negoti tions  sout   sout  

cooper tion ould e t e  ost interesting ind of ction  

Survey respondent
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Box 4. The geogr p  of d t  econo ic nd soci l v lue fro  using d t

The geography of data – where it is physically stored and processed – 

is beginning to play a role in policy debates. But in analysing these concerns, 

it is important to distinguish between the different steps of the digital value 

chain. Physical storage may not turn out to be so important.

Data is only valuable when it is analysed to produce useful insights, for instance, 

about consumer preferences (in the advertising industry) or demographic 

distribution (in the health sector). Looking along the value chain, the data must first 

be collected, perhaps by a social media app or a community service provider. It is 

then processed and stored on a server. Later, it is picked back up and combined 

with an analytical method to produce insights. Because it is relatively frictionless 

to move data between places and across borders, each of these stages can 

occur anywhere. They are geographically agnostic.

Figure 5.  si pli ed di gr  of t e d t  v lue c in   e c  of t ese 

st ges could occur in  di erent countr

The middle stage in this chain – the physical storage of data – is a commodity 

input. With the advent of large-scale cloud computing, small- and medium-scale 

data storage is a globally competitive market. Many countries are considering 

broad data localisation laws that would require firms that collect local data to 

store that data on local servers. These laws are often explicitly framed in economic 

terms, reasoning that keeping the data within the country’s borders will ensure 

that the value generated from the data will stay within the country.142 But as we 

discuss in Box 2, it is not so simple to assume that data has an intrinsic value.

The value accrues to the organisation that processes or analyses data for profit – 

regardless of where the data is stored. If a US digital advertising firm is forced to 

store its data on a local server, then it will pay commodity prices for server space, 

and this small amount of value will be retained locally. Indeed, the real value is 

created when the firm runs their proprietary algorithms to target consumers, and 

then sells that service for a profit. There is nothing to say that this revenue and 

profit will be used locally.

There can be some benefits to local data storage. It makes sense to store certain 

pieces of information locally, such as data that relates to national security. It also 

makes sense to store these on a custom secure system, not commodity-level 

cloud servers. Mandated localisation could also make sense if a country wanted 

Data collection

Analytical
methods

Data analysis
Valuable
insightsData storage
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to protect (or to kick-start) a local data warehouse industry that would otherwise 

be uncompetitive against the cloud giants. This would likely create jobs for 

warehouse builders and server maintenance staff, perhaps creating a first step 

for human capital development. There are also incentives for governments to 

leverage localisation policies in the context of negotiations. In many cases, this is 

the only available move against large companies which hold most of the power.

However, for countries that truly want to cultivate innovative and strong 

digital ecosystems, there is more value in trying to foster firms at the final stage 

of the ecosystem: those that develop novel analytical methods and good business 

models for data use. For firms engaged in this sort of business, data localisation 

will actually impose a cost: requiring them to pay more for a commodity input 

(data storage), rather than buying it in a competitive global market. 

 

t er t n eing erel   c llenge  f cilit ting cross order digit l tr de 

could elp to ddress polic  priorities in   ore inclusive  Integration and 

adoption of shared standards would facilitate access to data  as well as 

coordination and information sharing among law enforcement authorities  making 

it easier for agents and authorities to access and act on data that is relevant to their 

work. As previously discussed  greater data mobility and open systems are the 

building blocks of interoperability  which can enhance market competition and 

bene ts for consumers.143 Consistent standards in areas such as micro-payments 

and digital identities can supercharge innovation. or example  a standard open 

banking API can make it much easier to start an e-commerce business.

 rotect g inst c er r s  
est lis  d t  protection  tr nsp renc  

nd  ccount ilit  e sures

ntern tion l coordin tion c n elp to protect countries fro  digit l r s 

suc   s d t  re c es nd lgorit ic discri in tion  Citi ens  governments  

and businesses need to feel safe to invest and take part in the integrated 

digital market (discussed in the previous section). If the appropriate safeguards 

are not in place  removing barriers to data ows and providing the technical 

sca olding to enable connections might not be enough to unlatch cross-border 

digital transactions.

st lis ing cle r rules nd d t  protection re uire ents c n elp to uild 

trust ongst st e olders  There are three broad areas in which a coordinated 

governance approach can help governments protect users and society alike: data 

collection  storage and transfer  and processing. or example  companies would 

need to trust that their con dential data is protected when storing it on an overseas 

cloud service provider  and users need to feel safe to share their personal data 

when using an e-government service. Solutions usually involve some combination 

of consent  transparency and data security re uirements   including guidelines 

about the conditions under which data is stored and transferred.144
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roug out t e consult tion  polic ers lso e pressed uncert int  

out t e gro ing use of c ine le rning nd ot er rti ci l intelligence 

tools  This was one of the policy issues most survey participants expected 

to face in the coming years 4  ounting evidence shows that automated 

systems can discriminate against more vulnerable groups and worsen existing 

in ustices.146 These technologies are having a signi cant impact in developing 

countries  where they are being applied in some elds even before they are 

applied in rich nations (for example  automated credit assessments for people 

without a credit score). As the use of automated mechanisms by governments 

and companies increases  the need to understand how decisions are made and 

the accuracy of the results also grows. Some urisdictions are therefore moving 

towards the idea that algorithms be interpretable  by humans. 4  hether this 

represents best practice is an open debate: some argue it is burdensome on rms  

precludes the use of many promising machine-learning techni ues  and may risk 

the leakage of trade secrets.148 ther approaches could include giving people 

the choice to opt-out of high-risk inferences  (where decision-making processes 

could damage their privacy or reputation) 149 or using non-discrimination regulations 

(with means of redress) to make rms liable if their algorithmic decisions are found 

to unfairly discriminate against groups or individuals based on their faith  gender  

race or ethnicity  for example. 0

Most developing countries do not have clear regulatory regimes that deal 

it  t ese issues  t t e intern tion l level  t ere is onl   p tc or  of 

ppro c es to d t  govern nce  As more and more information exists in digital 

form  the risks also grow. Now is the appropriate time to consider shared norms 

and rules to protect users and societies from potential harms. The poorest and 

most resource-constrained countries would naturally re uire more support 

in such e orts. hile funding and capacity building remain key modes of 

international support in the digital age  the international community can also go 

further. Pursuing shared rules and standards through a coordinated international 

or regional bloc would reduce the risk of multinational rms being put o  

by fragmented and uncoordinated regulation  increasing legal certainty and 

likely fostering investment between member countries. aving a coordinated 

response seems preferable to a scenario in which each developing country 

builds its own data realm  and its own rules of the game.  Such regulations 

would establish an opt-in tiered approach  which could be well suited 

to the needs  priorities  and resources of developing countries.
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion

This paper has discussed how policy issues that prevent developing 

countries fro  rnessing t e opportunities of ne  tec nologies re not 

erel  uestions of do estic polic  ut lso re uire concerted intern tion l 

cooper tion  The Pathways for Prosperity consultation with policymakers  

government o cials  entrepreneurs  and global technology experts revealed 

that many pressing concerns of the digital age   including taxation  cybercrime 

and cybersecurity  privacy and data protection  intellectual property  and data 

sharing and interoperability   will re uire signi cant cross-border collaboration. 

In the words of one of the survey respondents: 

ile    cert in t t  countr  c n c ieve its tec nolog  polic  

go ls on its o n  t is  t e   uc  longer period of ti e it out 

intern tion l coordin tion  e l tter s t e ilit  nd c p cit  to eep 

t e di logue live t roug  st e older eng ge ents nd foru s for 

discussions  nd t roug  rr nging peer pressure to g lv nise ction  

Survey respondent

ile it is cle r t t t e intern tion l co unit  needs to t e ction 

to help developing countries capitalise on technological progress, there 

is still uncert int  s to t t e ppropri te institution l fr e or  

s ould loo  li e  As discussed in Chapter   poorer countries are traditionally 

underrepresented and unable to make their voices heard amidst the dominant 

voices of great powers  in multilateral governance institutions. There have been 

attempts to bring more representation to many of these fora  and regional 

blocs have been championing important initiatives. owever  in many ways  

multilateralism is under strain and it is still not clear how formal institutions will 

be the genesis of governance solutions. any countries are actively pursuing 

national domestic policies  rather than multilateral coordination  for a range of 

issues   not ust digital governance. urthermore  solving the complex problems 

discussed in this paper   such as digital taxation or competition policy   will 

not only be a matter of political coordination. any of the current best-practice 

frameworks for regulation are strained by the digitalisation of the economy. 

ithout new technical approaches to regulation that address these emerging 

strains  there are likely to be missed opportunities for inclusive development.
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n  long ter  solution to t ese issues ill li el  re uire  ret in ing of 

t e role nd nd te of intern tion l odies  ut t ere re s developing 

countries c n st rt or ing toget er no  Developing countries cannot wait 

for global institutions to solve these problems  or for richer nations to decide on 

the best way to distribute the value from data. Instead  they can leverage their 

digital assets and start developing their own models of cross-border regulation 

that work for them. The ve principles discussed in this paper can be viewed as 

a guide towards a more integrated digital world. But to be clear: this is unlikely 

to be an all-encompassing framework from day one   countries will not be 

able to solve multinational taxation in all its complexities using this framework. 

Pursuing such principles will re uire working diplomatically  engaging with 

multiple stakeholders  and addressing competing interests. Developing 

countries need to take charge of technology governance to better tailor it to 

their own businesses  society  and economy. hile this agenda presents many 

challenges  it provides a starting point for cooperation   which can begin today.
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